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Points of Emphasis

• Criticality of forensics process, specifically biometric 
match attribution; transfer of capability to ISF while also 
affecting a paradigm shift in Iraqi Rule of Law

• Balancing shift in focus towards ISF Parternship and 
Transition while maintaining CF support as critical enabler

• Ensuring access to significant IED and cache events to 
maximize awareness of emerging threats and enable ISF  
to conduct C-IED and Technical Intelligence operations

• Mentoring key leaders to develop a cross-ministerial 
strategy (MOD / MOI / MOJ) to realize a proactive, left of 
boom C-IED process within the Gov’t of Iraq



CJTF Troy Mission Statement

CJTF Troy exercises command and control of specialized Joint Counter-IED
and CBRNE forces to neutralize the CBRNE/IED threat; conducts weapons 

technical intelligence collection and exploitation to defeat IED networks; 
provides training and recommends materiel solutions to protect the 
force; and assists ISF in building sustainable security capabilities.

Assigned Specialized C-IED forces include:
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)

Weapons Intelligence (WI) 
Explosives Exploitation (CEXC)

Technical Escort (CBRN/CRT)
Targeteers (CITP)

assists ISF in building sustainable security capabilities.

ISF Partnering & Transition LOO cut across all 
LOOs as Coalition Forces continue the drawdown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our mission statement, supporting the Corps’ Lines of Operations, are to neutralize the IED Threat, conduct Weapons Technical Intelligence to Defeat the IED Networks, provide training and materiel solutions to protect the force and enabling our host nation in building their security capabilities .We are both a combined force with soldiers and sailors from Great Britain and Australia as well as Joint with service members from all four services.Our assigned forces include EOD forces, Weapons Intelligence, Explosives Exploitation, and specialized chemical forces in our Technical Escort unit.



CJTF Troy - Core Capabilities

Chemical/Biological Weapons Technical
Intelligence

EOD/IED Defeat

IED Tech Intel / Forensics

TrainingC-IED Equipment 

Transfer of C-IED Capability

IED Intelligence Products 



Counter IED Process

1 - Exploit the Scene

2 - Exploit the Device

3 - Identify the Bomb-maker

4 - Identify Cells

5 - Identify The Network
Larry Curley Moe

AAIED SIGNATURE DEVICES 

Larry Curley MoeLarry Curley Moe

AAIED SIGNATURE DEVICES 

8- Disseminate new TTPs  

6 - Disseminate Actionable Intelligence

7 – Support to Judicial Process
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Presentation Notes
            This is commonly called the “CSI” of the IED event.  The absolute key to this process is the change of mindset from simply reducing the threat and moving on to accepting a minimal amount of increased risk in the short term to get to the more effective longer term goal.  The war-fighter has to hold the ground and employ his specialized counter IED enablers to exploit the scene.  The enemy has left on the battlefield his number one weapon against us but also has left us the very thing that will allow us to identify the cell and network to be disabled or destroyed.  The first step starts with the EOD team prior to detonation conducting a precision render safe procedure, a detailed post blast analysis after detonation, or the exploitation of a cache of IEDs, components, explosives, and other material by tier I assets—EOD teams and WIT.  The collection of forensics not only includes the device and components but other material such as documents, media, cell phones, GPS devices, tools; the collection of latent prints, identification markings of vehicles, containers, ordnance fragments, wires, batteries, etc.  Photographs and measurements, tactical questioning of witnesses or detainees, and documentation of events enable analysts to build a threat picture.  Exploitation of the device starts with the EOD and WIT initial analysis and is further exploited by the tier II capability at CEXC and follow on tier III agencies back in CONUS such as TEDAC.  Exploitation includes determination of lethality, capabilities, purpose of employment, identification of use and manufacture by certain enemy groups or organizations.  The exploitation of other related material such as documents and electronic media, GPS devices, video cameras, and cell phones are also key pieces to the network puzzle.The device exploitation leads to the identification of profiles and signatures of the bomb maker thru biometrics and all source intel feeds.From there is the overlaying of other intelligence sources such as Media exploitation, CELLEX, HUMINT, detainee interrogations, ISR products, and other INT overlays to start building the identification of cells and then to the development of the network identification.   This is where the nesting within intel sections at all echelons becomes critical.  All these efforts leads to the building of actionable intelligence and targeting packages.  This entire process can happen at all levels to enable commanders within each echelon to protect the force and defeat the IED network.                                                                               



Develop Profiles
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Attack the Network
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Defeat the Device.  ISF EOD units are progressing in their ability to support maneuver elements and protect the population and critical infrastructure from the IED threat.  ISF continue to develop capabilities to perform precise Render Safe Procedures to enable further exploitation.  The IA are well developed and improving, and the NP capacity plan is nascent but on track, however the IP lack the necessary manning, training, and funding to assume primacy of the C-IED fight.  Attack the Network (Weapons Technical Intelligence).Exploit the scene.  Our teams were specially trained in photography in all conditions, dusting for latent prints, evidence handling, electronic media exploitation, witness questioning, and overall practices for exploiting and documenting a scene.  The final result of a scene exploitation is a WIT report within the CIDNE database.  The ISF are developing the ability to exploit scenes, however poor C2 and information data basing will hinder the judicious use of any valuable information gleaned from this process.  Exploiting the device, is a collaborative Task Force Troy effort that starts with the efforts of the WIT EOD technician along with the regular EOD forces that rendered the device safe.  This task focuses on determining exactly how the device was built, intended to operate, and even more critical, what features are present that may lead to identifying the characteristic signatures of the person who built the device. Developing profiles or signatures that indicate a single bombmaker with the expectation that we will eventually link that profile to an individual through all-source intelligence and biometrics. The ISF have no CEXC-like capability to conduct this process. Exploitation results from IED scenes can be put in a broader context to provide clues into the insurgent networks.  We identify profiles and signatures on individual bomb-makers and their associated cells.  We determine likely enemy TTPs, targeting, surveillance activity, and command and control and integrate our own investigation and analysis with the broader efforts of force to identify emplacement cells, and ultimately gain insight into the IED Network. The ISF have no multi-layered, Inter-agency capability to conduct this process. Sharing actionable intelligence and supporting the judicial process.Protect the Force.  We are currently working through ITAM-Army to assist the IA to use their RTC’s to conduct IED Awareness and Search Training for their force.  We are also working with ITAM-A to identify equipment shortfalls and recommend solutions.  Through our multi-tiered partnership efforts, we continue to drive the improvement of the ISF C2 “OODA” loop to enable them quickly share information and make critical and timely battlefield adjustments.  TF TROY is also working with ITAM-MOI to provide similar support to the NP and IP, however the working relationship remains strained due to poor MOI leadership.  



Iraqi Explosives Exploitation Initiatives

• Combined Joint Explosives Triage (CJET)
• Explosives eXploitation Iraq Transition (EXIT)
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As I stated earlier, in our mission overview, one of Task Force Troy’s primary missions is to assist Iraqi Security Forces in building explosive exploitation capabilities.To accomplish this mission, Task Force Troy has teamed up with the United Kingdom’s Foreign & Commonwealth Office and New Scotland Yard, United States Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, and the Multi-National Security Transition Command – Iraq to offer increased explosives exploitation capabilities to Iraq.We plan to achieve this goal, through two separate, but inter-dependent initiatives.  First, an Iraqi Explosives Triage capability, called the Combined Joint Explosives Triage, or CJET.  And later, full-spectrum explosives exploitation through the Explosives eXploitation Iraq Transition (EXIT)…
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Explosives Exploitation Partnership

• Initial stage:  Combined Joint Explosives 
Triage (CJET) – late 2009

– 3 Iraqi Police, 3 Iraqi Army EOD Techs in a 45- day 
Triage apprenticeship program

• Follow-on stage:  Explosives eXploitation
Iraq Transition (EXIT) – early 2010

– Follow-on training in post-blast , biometrics and 
chemical exploitation; UK FCO lead

• Desire End State:  2-3 Iraqi explosives 
exploitation labs established and 
sustained by new cadre of Iraqi explosives 
exploitation specialists

Goal:  Create an Iraq-led, combined, organic, sustainable, explosives exploitation 
capability, partnering and sharing information with CF, to defeat a common enemy

Triage

Site Exploitation
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Task Force Troy, in concert with the British Embassy’s Foreign and Commonwealth Office, New Scotland Yard and the U.S. Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms office, is developing an Iraqi CEXC-like capability. The Combined Joint Explosives Triage (CJET) effort leverages our existing exploitation capability at CEXC by bringing an Iraqi “triage-only” lab to Victory as a central collection point for ISF recovered evidence. This working lab puts an Iraqi face on explosives exploitation, which we expect to foster more sharing of evidence by ISF. The second effort that Task Force Troy is pushing is to realize a full-spectrum CEXC-like explosives exploitation capability for Iraq called Explosives eXploitation Iraq Transition (EXIT) .   The combined effort’s goal is to create a sustainable explosives exploitation capability for the Government of Iraq, similar to the functionality of TF Troy’s CEXC lab.  The initiative will enable Coalition Forces to ensure access to exploited material and data from ISF incident responses. This is a critical concern as we reduce coalition EOD presence on the battlefield as ISF partners improve capacity and capability. We must maintain awareness of the enemy’s IED tactics and capabilities via our ISF partners.  We’re shaping this explosive lab initiative to result in the establishment of two fully operational Iraqi labs, with enough equipment for an optional third lab.  Socialization and concurrence continues with key Coalition, MOI and MOD leaders to include Lieutenant General Brown, Major General Barrons, and Brigadier Generals Salazar and Castle recently presented with the concept.  While we have MOD and MOI buy-in on the concept, at the operational level, we expect that control of the labs will become a point of contention between MOD and MOI.  Our goal is to achieve MOD/MOI concurrence at the highest level to then send a top-down message to IA and IP forces to realize this goal.



Warrant Packages / Testimonial Support

- Sovereign country with end of UN Security Council Resolution and elections

- Changes in unilateral operations; Adherence to US / GOI Security Agreements
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The way that we support the rule of law is by producing warrant support packages every time there is a biometric match to an IED related case.  Since the beginning of the UN Security Council Resolution, we have produced over 529 warrant support packages.  Unfortunately, only 74 of those have reportedly been effected as warrants.  This is due both to lack of metrics (ie no one entity is really keeping track of this) and the fact that some judges do not accept evidence unless it comes from an IraqiThere is however some success.  In Baghdad, some of the judges are so familiar with us that all we need is to provide the warrant support packages.  We testified in 26 cases last month.  As we move further up North, we have tried to engage with the judges, but some are in fear for their lives.  At Warhorse, we tried to host a training day for the judges and none of the 40 judges showed up.We have had some success in the south, but we are continuing to engage the judges are every level.NEXT SLIDE PLEASE



Partnership
and 

Transition



TF Troy Partnering at all Levels
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Tactical:  CF EOD/WIT teams partner with all ISF units with EOD, C-IED (and CBRNE soon) responsibilities in order to build capability—access to ground truth provides capacity-builders best Operational Risk Assessment for ISF EODOver 30% of teams engaged in full-time partnering—27 combat EOD teams partnering with 12 x IA BDCs and 15 IP CETs, with two more BDCs and an NP EOD Co coming soonMaintain access to the battle space and info/intel through relationships—info, evidence sharing enables exploitation, success left of boomTraining events, combined responses, TROY shared info products (Smartbook, smartcard, road to safety, tri-folds)High value evidence from ISF turn in (maxstream, etc)Operational:  BNs working with BDC/CET Cdrs, MiTTs, PTTs, Div ISF Cells; Continue to advise ISF leadership through KLE (MOI, MOD, MNSTC-I, all echelons) in order to overcome operational and logistics capacity barriers to meet self-sustainable requirements across the force Reduce dependency on CF (IA, IP, NP, other)Recent Baghdad CF/ISF EOD Commander’s Conference—HUGE SUCCESS, paving way for more effective C2 in BaghdadContinued cooperation and info/intel sharingVisit to TROY by BOC CDRStrategic:  Troy leadership engaged with Ministerial staffs -- Assist in development of ISF capability to plan, command, and conduct effective, independent C-IED operations.  US Embassy, CJ5, ITAM-Army, MOD M10 (MG Merza), MOD M5 (sMG Ali), ITAM-MOI, and MOI GCED (MG Jehad) Teaming with GOI to detain, prosecute insurgentsWorking with Senior Iraqi Leaders to build Iraq’s Explosive Exploitation capabilityHelp Iraq to get left of BOOMOur transition strategy is evolving and I thought that I would take a minute to update the group on the changes highlighted in blue.  With respect to Information sharing, we continue to scrub and translate story boards for our partners and, through CEXC, create releasable Tech reports that are from ISF turn in of IED components.  Our J7 shop is using a recently translated C-IED smart book to launch IED awareness training for all Iraqi Army soldiers.  With respect to developing partnerships, we expect both the number and type of mentorships to increase over the next year.  The Iraqi Army and Police Force are fielding additional Bomb Disposal Companies and Counter Explosive Teams resulting in new partners for our teams.  Additionally, we expect to mentor a National Police EOD Battalion and an Iraqi Army based Chemical Company to the extent we have available teams.  The bottom note in blue describes an important paradigm shift in conjunction with the implementation of the security agreement. TF Troy EOD teams typically act in a supporting role only, with the exception of assuming primacy on incidents involving strikes against Coalition Forces.   Over the near term (OPORD 09-01 timeframe):Partner with IA & IP C-IED elements at multiple levelsEnable ISF equipage & improve logistical readinessShare UNCLASS//FOUO C-IED informationAdvocate cross ministerial training & operational doctrineEnhance on scene investigative potentialOversee IED Awareness Training for ISFOver the Long Term (OPORD 09-02 and beyond):Partner with developing ISF C-IED teamsDevelop IA based CBRN-E capacityEstablish exploitation capabilities with Iraqi based forensic labsLink C-IED fight to ISF led INTEL outlets…to build an effective ISF IEDD force capable of defeating both IED’s and their networks.



Tactical Level Engagement

17th IA Division Engineer Regiment

Combined Disposal Operation

Iraqi planned and led

15 July 2009

WIT 2 instructing Mosul IP CET forensics 
and SSE 11 Jul 2009

WIT 11 teaching Kirkuk IP CET computer 
based reporting training
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--  Sir.  Today’s Golden Nugget was submitted by Combined Joint Task Force Troy, Multi-National Division – Baghdad.--  Combined Joint Task Force Troy, Multi-National Division-Baghdad hosted a Baghdad Iraqi Security Forces EOD Commanders Conference on 2 June at the Al Faw Palace, and provided a tour of the Task Force Troy Combined Explosives Exploitation Cell.  --  EOD Bomb Disposal Company leadership from the 6th, 11th, and 17th Iraqi Armies, along with Baghdad’s Iraqi Police Counter Explosive Team leaders attended this very successful event.-- The conference, also attended by the US Federal Bureau of Investigations, the US Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives, and Troy’s Combined Explosives Exploitation Cell, promoted joint concepts of operations, and focused on improving command and control of Counter IED operations in Baghdad.  -- After informative briefings and productive discussions, all commanders in attendance concluded that MOD and MOI EOD forces must have one central command and control element for all EOD response missions within Baghdad.  -- Two days after this event, on 4 Jun, Combined Joint Task Force Troy – Baghdad briefed the results of this conference, and the centralized EOD command & control element concept, to the Baghdad Operations Center Commanding General, General Abud.  General Abud concurred, and pledged to establish this EOD command & control element within the Baghdad Operations Center.-- These two events culminated in a huge win for ISF EOD operations in Baghdad, with ISF in the lead.



Operational Level Engagement
JTF-Troy MND-B Baghdad ISF EOD Commander’s Conference

Al Faw Palace – Summer 2009
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--  Sir.  Today’s Golden Nugget was submitted by Combined Joint Task Force Troy, Multi-National Division – Baghdad.--  Combined Joint Task Force Troy, Multi-National Division-Baghdad hosted a Baghdad Iraqi Security Forces EOD Commanders Conference on 2 June at the Al Faw Palace, and provided a tour of the Task Force Troy Combined Explosives Exploitation Cell.  --  EOD Bomb Disposal Company leadership from the 6th, 11th, and 17th Iraqi Armies, along with Baghdad’s Iraqi Police Counter Explosive Team leaders attended this very successful event.-- The conference, also attended by the US Federal Bureau of Investigations, the US Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives, and Troy’s Combined Explosives Exploitation Cell, promoted joint concepts of operations, and focused on improving command and control of Counter IED operations in Baghdad.  -- After informative briefings and productive discussions, all commanders in attendance concluded that MOD and MOI EOD forces must have one central command and control element for all EOD response missions within Baghdad.  -- Two days after this event, on 4 Jun, Combined Joint Task Force Troy – Baghdad briefed the results of this conference, and the centralized EOD command & control element concept, to the Baghdad Operations Center Commanding General, General Abud.  General Abud concurred, and pledged to establish this EOD command & control element within the Baghdad Operations Center.-- These two events culminated in a huge win for ISF EOD operations in Baghdad, with ISF in the lead.



Strategic Level Engagements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide represents the current discrepancy in capabilities between the Coalition and Iraqi Security Forces.  We’ve brought this slide back in order to convey to you the capabilities baseline for both Coalition and Iraqi Security Forces, the imbalance this reveals, and to stress the importance of a solid foundation from which to build our partnering strategy.Other recent KLE: sLTG Abdul Amir (IGFC CoS) BG Castle, MG Cannon, DM Ayden, MG Milano, MG Jehad (at MOI Investigations Conf) MG Munim (CED) LTG Brown  MG Moore GEN Babakir (canx) GEN Ali (IGFC, canx)



Ministry of Justice Strategic Engagement



Information Sharing Cycle with ISF

Incident storyboard 
created by CF EOD

All products/processes
translated into Arabic

Evidence is processed and 
exploited by TROY CEXC

Evidence 
redistributed to ISF 
to complete cycle 

Evidence is provided by MOI, 
MOD EOD forces

Presenter
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This chart shows the process by which we share both evidence and information with our MOI and MOD partners….and the results, now more than ever, often lead to the apprehension and prosecution of insurgents.Lack of coordinated strategic end state (C-IED, forensics, labs)Poor Inter-Ministry cooperation; multiple CF initiatives difficult to synchronizeMNF-I CJ5 / MOD M5 working to develop IA strategy – next level? GOI?Information sharing under new Security AgreementIGFC orders to share with CF is proving successfulMOI still not onboard; citing Rule of Law issueEOD Team level partnerships continue to succeedManning, training and equipping IP Counter Explosive TeamsLittle funding, poor leadership – MOI not able to assume “primacy” of C-IED fight Elevate C-IED strategy to GOI levelAggressively pursue initiatives to fill IP CET gapsPoor ISF incident reporting, C2 “OODA” loop, information & intelligence cycle embryonic at best Unable to share info, identify trends or TTP in timely manner; no “left of boom”Fill gap through partnerships & CF info sharing



Key Points
• Iraqi C-IED capability is critical to the security of Iraq

GOI support is critical, for the good of Iraq
• Coalition can help fill gaps, as Iraq develops, executes strategy
• Sharing & cooperation between CF and ISF is essential as CF departs Iraq

• Must have coordinated strategic end state (C-IED, forensics, labs)
Cooperation between MOI & MOD entities is crucial to effective C-IED strategy

• Pool resources, plan together, work together, protect Iraq together

• Unity of effort, open lines of communication very important
Must build effective command and control for EOD, investigations, and exploitation

• Iraq must develop effective C-IED capabilities
Defeat the network before the explosions occur

• Site exploitation, reporting, fusion, analysis = defeat the enemy network

Coalition support to Iraqi-led operations saves Iraqi & Coalition 
lives – teamwork & cooperation defeats common enemy 



ISF & Coalition Cooperation
• Coalition will respect Iraqi sovereignty & Security Agreement
• Coalition encourages the IGFC to:

– Promote scene access and evidence sharing with CF EOD
– Continue to grant access to key IED evidence:
 Post Blast scenes; IED and IED-related material
Weapons Cache sites with explosives 
 Strikes against coalition

• Every IED event is a crime scene – evidence vital to defeating 
network

– Partner with Coalition to prosecute common enemy
– Ensure Iraqi Army preserves evidence

• Coalition will share information derived from the turn of evidence 
by the Iraqi Security Forces

– Tech reports, Intel reports, Safety Notices, Warrant Packages
– Reports are available in Arabic through Coalition partners

Coalition support to Iraqi-led operations saves Iraqi 
and Coalition lives – teamwork defeats common enemy 

Presenter
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This year the Coalition and Iraqi Security Forces began a monumentous transition of authority for Iraq, under the guidance of a new security agreement.  Under this agreement Iraq has become the primary response force to IED events.  Although the Coalition will likely not be the first on a crime scene, it is imperative that the Coalition have access to evidence, in order to protect our forces, as we draw our forces out of Iraq.With this continued access to material and evidence, the Coalition will continue to exploit evidence, and share reports with MOI and MOD EOD units, and hopes that Iraqi units will continue to share, in return.The Coalition respects Iraqi sovereignty and the new security agreement, and requests MOI issue specific orders to MOI units.  These orders would ensure that MOI and MOD EOD units share evidence with, and allow crime scene access to the Coalition.  Per the security agreement, the Coalition requests continued primacy on all strikes against Coalition Forces.Finally, the Coalition requests that MOI and MOD continue to treat every IED event as a crime scene to prevent evidence contamination.Through this combined effort, together, we’ll save Iraqi and Coalition lives, and defeat our common enemy, to ensure a better, safer future for our families.



United Kingdom / Australia End of Mission



Questions / Comments
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